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Executive summary
The demand for transport modelling
in the UK is high. When there is so
much modelling work to do, there is
a risk of doing it in an irresponsible
way. Many in the transport industry
know about cases of misuse of
transport models. We think it needs
more discussion.

In this report we mention common
types of misuses and ethical
compromises in transport modelling,
although we don't attempt to prove
here that they exist. We also don’t
talk here at all about improving the
models or doing more modelling
work to address various problems.
The models will remain limited in any
scenario, and the amount of
modelling work done today already is
far too high.
Most of this report is dedicated to
exploring who could take the
leadership required to eliminate the
misuse of models. We review the
roles of key players in the transport
and planning sectors: the
Department for Transport, the
Treasury, Transport for London,
metropolitan transport authorities,
consultants, academics, the National
Audit Office, planning inspectors,
professional bodies and members of
the public. For each one of these we
ask whether it is they who hold the
key to improving modelling ethics.
Unfortunately we cannot identify any
formal body that has both the will
and the ability to challenge the
current practice.

Since we don’t doubt the good will of
anyone mentioned here, we try to
offer a pragmatic explanation for
why such misuse keeps happening.
We believe the reason relates to a
lack of balance between pressures,
incentives and resources.
Public bodies gain financial and
political benefit from presenting
optimistic forecasts. The formal
modelling guidance doesn't prevent
this, because it wrongly assumes
that following established techniques
is enough to guarantee reliable
forecasts. Since everyone follows the
guidance, the full set of assumptions
behind published figures is rarely
challenged.
The current practice allows major
transport investments to be
approved simply by stating that the
forecasts they're supported by are
reliable. Whether the forecasts really
give strong and relevant evidence is
often not discussed.
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This situation can change if members
of the public exercise their right to
request more information about
modelling work. Getting our
forecasts and assessments
challenged publicly will help us,
modellers and planners, give up
some bad habits.
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Introduction

The demand for transport modelling
in the UK is at its peak again. The
busy public discussion about
controversial investments such as
HS2 and London's Cycle
Superhighways, and a large number
of smaller infrastructure plans,
generate more and more modelling
work. The work is also more
technically ambitious than ever
before, mainly because of the focus
on economic outcomes, rather than
the traditional traffic relief issues.
When there is so much ambitious
modelling to do, there is a risk of
doing it in an irresponsible way.
Many in the transport industry know
about misuse of transport models.
We think it needs more discussion.
Misuse of transport models isn't done
for bad intentions but due to lack of
balance between pressures,
incentives and resources. We discuss
all of these here.
Figure 1 contains a brief overview of
common types of ethical
compromises in transport modelling.
They're all about stating that we
have more confidence in our
forecasts than we really do. We
dedicate this report to the question
of who in the UK will lead the effort
to prevent these such compromises
from happening.

We don't attempt to prove here that
these cases of model misuse exist.
Many of the leaders of the transport
modelling practice have been saying
this for decades. We will bring more
detailed examples in a separate
publication. We also don’t talk at all
about improving the models or doing
more modelling work to address
these problems. The models will
remain limited in any scenario, and
the amount of modelling work done
today already is far too high.
What we do here is go through some
relevant bodies in our industry, and
discuss whether they are the ones
who hold the key to changing the
role of transport models. We try to
offer pragmatic explanations for why
model misuse happens. We would
encourage debate about the ideas
presented here.
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1

Referring to model outputs
in a discussion about
impacts which weren't
modelled.

2

Presenting the modellers'
assumptions as if they were
forecasts.

3

Blurring the caveats
provided by the modellers
when copying model outputs
from a technical report to a
summary report.

4

Using model outputs at a
level of geographical detail
which does not match the
capabilities of the model or
the data that was used to
develop it.

5

Reporting estimated
outcomes and benefits with
a high level of precision,
without sufficient
commentary on their real
level of accuracy.
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Presenting a large number of
model runs or scenarios,
with limited interpretation of
each run, as if this gives a
good understanding of the
impacts of the investment.

7

Avoiding clear statements on
how unsure we really are
about the future pace of
social and economic trends.

8

Testing the sensitivity of the
results to some inputs as if it
helps us understand the
sensitivity to all inputs.

9

Discussing uncertainty in
forecasts as if all it could do
is change the scale of the
impacts, ignoring possible
impacts of a very different
nature.

10

Avoiding discussion about
the history of the model
itself, which sometimes goes
many years back and
includes features that the
current owners don't
understand.
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It would only seem natural to expect
the Department for Transport (DfT)
to be accountable for the practice of
transport modelling. DfT develops
and publishes the modelling
guidance in WebTAG. Millions of
pounds are spent on modelling work
every year in England in an attempt
to follow this guidance, which is
highly prescriptive on some topics
and quite relaxed on others.
DfT officials promote an approach
that acknowledges the limitations of
technical tools. They are open to
critique of their approach and they
undertake continuous engagement
with WebTAG users. There has also
been a positive evolution of their
guidance, with a transition from a
narrative that talks about the need
for compliance to a softer language,
which acknowledges that users are
experts in their field. DfT should be
praised for these.
WebTAG promotes a certain degree
of consistency between models, as
well as adherence to established
modelling practices. But it doesn't
require that the overall strength of
all the modelling work is assessed
against the needs of our project. It
allows us to tell people that we've
run the model so now we know what
will happen in the future.

WebTAG doesn't require a convincing
discussion about possible outcomes
that weren't modelled. Under the
"proportionality" heading, WebTAG
agrees we should do less modelling if
the investment is smaller; but it
doesn't talk about very big
investment decisions that won't
benefit from any more certainty
even with years of modelling.
Furthermore, DfT officers themselves
suffer from lack of clear guidance
when senior politicians guide them
to take shortcuts in the approval of
specific investments.
The work by DfT to reduce the
occurrence of flaws like those in
figure 1 isn't explicit. Indeed it's
unlikely that DfT have the resources
to check all the detail of all models
throughout the country. But DfT
should be much more frank about
what transport models can
realistically contribute to the decision
about transport schemes. It should
acknowledge that in most cases, a
model remains a weak source of
evidence even if the guidance is
followed. And this is often a good
reason not to follow the guidance.
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The Treasury?

The Treasury is even higher than DfT
in the hierarchy of providing
guidance on the assessment of
infrastructure investments. The
appraisal guidance provided by DfT
follows the Treasury Green Book
principles, and some of them do
focus on the standards for the
transparency and clarity of evidence.
Within the Treasury there is less
expertise in transport modelling, so
the exchange of ideas with scheme
promoters remains less detailed than
discussions with DfT about modelling
work. There is less of an expectation
from Treasury to check that
transport models are used
responsibly; but Treasury could help
reducing model misuse by spelling
out the ethical risks.

The role of Treasury in raising the
standards of transport modelling is
tested when Government helps fund
a transport scheme that was
approved through a “fasttrack”
process. When an investment
decision is directly based on a
political agenda, there will
sometimes still be pressure from
Treasury on the promoting authority
to present documentation of a full
option selection process, even when
such process wasn’t followed.
There isn't any problem with political
agendas driving investment
decisions. But it's not ideal when the
decisionmaking process is
presented as if it was more scientific
than it really was. The pressure to
produce a standardlooking approval
process encourages us to do those
things reviewed in figure 1.
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Transport for London (TfL) is
bursting with modelling expertise
and with appetite for innovation. It
has plenty of opportunities to apply
the known modelling practice and
also to challenge it. Modelling
approaches developed by TfL (or for
TfL) are likely to become the norm
later. The cost of developing the
most ambitious model is a tiny
fraction of TfL's budget. So TfL is
modellers' paradise. But it still does
quite a few of the things that figure
1 suggests it shouldn't.
Why does TfL fail to lead us towards
better modelling ethics? For proper
disclosure, the author of this report
was until recently one of TfL's senior
modelling managers, and he has
personal responsibility for this
failure. The reality is that TfL's
modellers are an extreme case of a
problem that also exists elsewhere.
They are told that the forecasts they
produce have a tremendous role in
securing London's growth. They are
also told that they must perform
again the same magic they did
previously, when their models ticked
all the boxes and helped get
hundreds of millions for transport
investment. The way forecasts were
used previously featured some of the
usual compromises, and if it worked
then, why change it now?

The pressure on TfL's modellers
cascades down the organisational
hierarchy. Can those who put the
pressure, closer to the top, prevent
the misuse of models? Given the
extreme complexity of their political
environment, this seems unlikely.
TfL's leaders want exquisite model
results to promote investments
which they believe are good for
London. They will not stand in a
public inquiry and say they decided
to give the model outputs a low
weight in the overall assessment.
It's easier to create model outputs
that justify their project.
Most stakeholders don't dare starting
a debate with TfL about detailed
model technicalities. In cases when
they do, TfL has the resources to
then do additional work and adjust
its story based on the challenge that
has come up. So it's difficult to
argue that there's any problem, and
then we read again in the
professional media that the
modelling work and benefitcost
ratio strongly supported the
decision. When you read such
statements in the news about the
critical role of the model, it means
that the model is being misused.
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Transport for
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Metropolitan
transport
authorities?
Passenger Transport Executives,
Transport Authorities and Combined
Authorities have very partial
regulatory powers in England’s
largest metropolitan areas outside
London. They are similar to
Transport for London in their role as
the main public authority, in the
relevant area, that coordinates
investment in transport. They are
similar to TfL also in the political
pressures they are under, often from
politicians who represent very
specific agendas.
They are very different from TfL,
however, in their revenue stream,
which is extremely limited. Their
budgets have shrunk dramatically
since 2010 and keep falling. Funding
for transport investment is won
through increasingly competitive
processes with less ringfencing than
before.

Even when funding is won, it is not
always fully utilised since the shrunk
core teams have a reduced ability to
fully deliver their plans.
In such a climate, we cannot expect
these poor cousins to promote ideas
that the rich ones aren’t too
bothered with. Getting more funding
to protect staff, and to retain at least
some of the investment plans on
their wish list, is a top priority for
metropolitan transport authorities.
Any possible way to justify additional
funding, especially when this is done
through competitive bids, is seen as
legitimate, and if there is an
established method that shows
higher benefits to Government then
this method will be used. A
discussion about the refined
technical standards behind each
approach, in such an environment, is
considered simply irrelevant.
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Consultants?

Most of the modelling work in the UK
is done by consultants. The demand
for consultancy work in transport
modelling is high and keeps growing,
but the trauma of having to shrink
consultancy teams around the 2009
crisis is still fresh in bosses' minds.
So the steady flow of modelling work
is not seen as guaranteed, and
consultants do spend time and effort
investigating how they can best
please clients in the public sector.
There is also the impact of some
recent aggressive campaigns against
transport investment decisions.
These campaigns made transport
authorities prefer employing loyal
consultants, who present the case
for their schemes as free from
doubt. With these different factors
combined, many consultants don't
feel this is the right climate for them
to challenge their clients' requests.
All large consultancies do have first
class modelling gurus, that openly
discuss with each other the topic of
this report. Many of them are uneasy
about some common modelling
practices. But it is difficult to identify
the right project for challenging
these practices, when many clients
just want more of the same, and
they want it quickly.

Some consultants are very active in
promoting higher ethical standards in
modelling. A notable example is
Better Traffic and Revenue
Forecasting, the recent book by
consultant Luis Willumsen, who has
been active for a few decades in
promoting selective interpretation of
model outputs. Willumsen is very
clear in his book that some of the
most common practices in the
interpretation of model outputs are,
in his words, “a recipe for disaster”.
Tom van Vuren from Mott MacDonald
often publishes his reflections on the
state of the UK modelling practice,
touching directly on similar issues
even if using careful wording. Rob
Bain, a consultant working mainly
with toll road operators abroad, is
highly active in highlighting the
overstated certainty in forecasts.
Amongst consultants there is no lack
of awareness of the symptoms listed
in figure 1. But under heavy resource
pressures, there isn't a strong
incentive to do things that clients
haven't asked for. So the problem
remains.
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A search through databases of
academic publications reveals some
literature about ethics in transport
planning. But most of it is about
equality in providing transport
services to different parts of the
population, and not about an honest
assessment of the quality of the
evidence used to justify investment.
There are specific academics that
have done research on the same
ethical issues discussed here, and
made laudable efforts to raise
awareness of these issues for
decades. In 1989, Martin Wachs
published his important think piece,
When Planners Lie with Numbers. It
described how we can always show
that our analysis proves whatever
we want to prove. Wachs explained
that “rather than stating that we
favor a particular highway project or
renewal program for ideological
reasons... we can say that the data
clearly show that the preferred
option is best."
Bent Flyvberg has been producing,
for many years, an extensive
evidence base on the misuse of
forecasts. Flyvberg argues that “the
question is not so much what
planners can do to reduce inaccuracy
and risk in forecasting, but what

others can do to impose on planners
… the incentive to stop producing
biased forecasts “. One of Flyvberg’s
recommendations is to avoid
competition between local authorities
for funding individual schemes, since
this creates perverse incentives to
bias forecasts. We agree this would
be highly desirable, but until
decisionmaking powers are
devolved to local and regional
authorities, what we actually see in
the UK is an increase in the pressure
to get optimistic figures using
whichever technique.
In 2013, David Hartgen published his
seminal paper, “Hubris or Humility?
Accuracy Issues for the Next 50
Years of Travel Demand Modeling”.
Hartgen brings a thorough review of
evidence, both theoretical and
empirical, for why we should be less
confident in our forecasts than we
often are. Hartgen describes two
scenarios for the future of demand
forecasting. The “hubris” scenario is
based on an unprecedented,
monumental, international, long
term effort to improve the models,
but such effort is too giagantic to be
realistic. The “humility” scenario is
based on reducing the role of models
in decisionmaking.
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Comments from researchers on
ethics in demand forecasting are also
included in the International
Handbook on the Economics of
Corruption, edited by S. Rose
Ackerman and Tina Soreide.
So there is a group of researchers
that campaign for a more realistic,
and therefore more ethical, use of
models. But there are many more
researchers which, not deliberately,
contribute to the unrealistic
expectations that some practitioners
have from their forecasts. In technical
conferences and journals, public
sector delegates see academics
present models that achieved an
impressive explanatory power, and
their capabilities go further and
further every year.
The achievements made by these
researchers inspire many of us to
believe that our models can be
equally powerful. What we often
forget is that these academic studies
are done in a more supportive
environment. Academic achievements
in forecasting often use individual
(disaggregate) user characteristics

which are better in capturing the
reasons for behavioural change. The
number of model tests in these
studies can be tailored to the
available timescales, and there is
general appreciation for detailed
documentation and for exploring the
outputs in depth.
Outside academia things are different.
We process dozens of scenarios under
extreme time pressure, only using
zonebased (aggregate) data which is
much weaker, and we summarise our
findings in a few quick slides. Our
forecasts can never be as good as
theirs.
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The National Audit Office (NAO) is an
active promoter of ethics in the work
of the UK public sector. Its 2014
report, Forecasting in Government to
Achieve Value for Money, reviews
modelling practices across different
Government departments. Some of
the case studies covered in this
report are from the transport sector,
and they include important findings:

• In a survey of senior Government

analysts there was a common
concern about the quality of the data
used to inform forecasts. And still,
transport analysts follow looser
practices than those in other
departments when documenting and
auditing all the assumptions made.

• The demand forecasts for the High
Speed 1 investment were not
sufficiently challenged and this
resulted in exposing taxpayers to a
liability that could reach £10 billion.

• The demand forecasts for High
Speed 2 were not sufficiently
challenged either.

• In rail passenger capacity studies,
decisionmakers are unaware of the
range of possible outcomes since
sensitivity testing is often not done,
and forecasts tend to just go in the
same direction as the assumptions
that were made.

• In the West Coast rail franchise

competition, the history of the model
used to estimate loans was not well
understood, and the outcomes of this
led to the cancellation of an entire
bidding process.
The practices found by the NAO are
similar to our figure 1 because the
level of confidence in the conclusions
from forecasting work is not
supported by the work that was
actually done.
So will the NAO take the lead in
promoting more careful modelling
practices? This would be an
interesting scenario, but the NAO
does not get involved in the
transport sector that often, and it
cannot really be expected to do so.
It audits the largest projects but
good ethics also need to be
exercised in small ones. The critique
made by NAO is extremely helpful in
raising questions of model misuse,
but this can improve standards in
the transport sector only if there’s
stronger will by transport decision
makers.
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Appeals against decisions on major
infrastructure in the UK are
sometimes made through hearings,
public inquiries and judicial reviews.
The decisionmaker is then a
planning inspector or a judge, who
invite the bodies that made the
original decisions to present their
case. They also invite anyone who
objects to the original decision.

When such appeals are made against
the decision on transport
infrastructure, there is sometimes a
detail discussions about the
modelling work that supported the
decision. The discussions are often
made in public and include an
interesting mix of specialised
language (used, for example, by
modelling experts that are invited as
witnesses) and plain English (used
by most other participants).
There have been cases where the
quality of the modelling work was
criticised so badly that this led to the
transport investment decision being
cancelled. A famous case is the
Thames Gateway Bridge inquiry in
2006, which resulted in not allowing
the bridge to be built. One of the key
reasons was that the model used to
justify the scheme was not properly
validated.
But it is important to note that in
that inquiry, the objectors found
items on the standard model
approval checklist that were not
done, and they focused their
arguments on this procedural aspect.

The discussion wasn’t exactly about
the questions that we see as more
important: was the model a good
source of evidence in this specific
context? Was the interpretation of
model outputs consistent with the
capabilities of the model?
It is disappointing that even in
inquiries and court cases, they just
check that the guidance was
followed. For some reason, most
participants in these appeals accept
that it is not for them to understand
how the forecasting was done. They
seem happy for a modelling expert
to say that following the guidance is
enough, even if this is the same
expert who wrote the guidance.
So those who lead appeals against
transport investment decisions, as
far as we know, have so far not
taken the lead in checking whether
models were used appropriately.
Naturally, the author is not familiar
with all appeal decisions, and the
above is based on the cases he is
aware of. We should still hope that
inspectors and judges in future cases
take more liberty in exploring
whether the outputs of technical
work were used in a responsible
way. They should not accept over
confident forecasts even if the
guidance allows such forecasts to be
made.
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Professional
bodies?

It would seem natural for
professional bodies to oversee
matters of professional ethics. At
least four UK bodies are active in the
area covered by this report: the
Transport Planning Society (TPS),
the Chartered Institute of Logistics
and Transport (CILT), the Chartered
Institution of Highways and
Transportation (CIHT) and the Royal
Town Planning Institute (RTPI). They
all have highly respectable codes of
conduct and ethical guidelines for
the relevant professions. But it’s not
clear to us whether these guidelines
and codes have a real impact on the
occurrence of cases like those in
figure 1.

A potential reason for this is that,
although users of transport models
are amongst the members of all
these bodies, they only form a small
proportion of the membership of any
body. We already explained that a
strong incentive to avoid model
misuse doesn’t exist even in forums
where everyone uses models, so
clearly such incentive is hard to find
in bodies which are also responsible
for many other disciplines of
planning and engineering. A seminar
about the ethics of transport
modelling would probably not attract
enough interest amongst members
to be justified. So the importance of
the wellwritten codes of conduct
remains primarily symbolic, and does
not easily penetrate through these
bodies to the daily practice of their
members.
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The public?

When we say “the public” we refer to
any individual, business, group of
people, charity, journalist or even
local authority, that are influenced
by a transport project but do not
have a formal role in the decision
making process. Their views are
heard through their responses to
consultations, their liaison with the
media, and appeals they make
through hearings, inquiries and court
cases.
Members of the public don’t
generally want, and also can’t be
expected, to promote ethical
standards. But if they think that a
decision about transport projects
affects them negatively, and if they
find that the decision didn’t follow an
acceptable process, then they can
use the argument of model misuse
when they take action against the
decision. This is done, for example,
by opponents of High Speed 2.

The surprising aspect here is that it’s
not done more often. Even when a
proposed transport scheme is
already at the heart of a heated
debate, you rarely hear the objectors
saying that they can’t follow the logic
of the demand estimation work, or
that the confidence in the outcomes
seems farfetched. There is a
surprisingly low number of Freedom
OfInformation requests about the
process of developing models and
forecasts.
It seems like transport modelling
experts have somehow convinced
the general public that there is no
point in asking too many questions
about their tools, maybe because
they are too complex. This is
unfortunate, since more challenge
from those who are not close to the
modelling work would impose better
standards on this work. More
scrutiny from the public itself would
help us, modellers and planners,
stop doing some things that we do
just because nobody seems to
notice.
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Conclusion

The UK transport modelling
community has a great amount of
talent, and just as much enthusiasm
to support clients in making the case
for infrastructure improvements. But
this doesn't justify saying that our
confidence in the forecasts
supporting the investment is
stronger than it really is.
To present forecasts in a responsible
way, you need to include a lot of
detail about what you can't forecast.
The review presented here does not
identify any formal body that has
both the ambition and the capability
to be honest about the weaknesses
of the models we use. The fact that
such a player does not exist in this
game explains why the same
problems have been reported for
decades.
Still, there are some steps that could
be taken in order for models to be
used more responsibly. The different
public sectors organisations
mentioned here will not lead these
steps but they may still follow if
there is pressure on them to do so.
A selected group of consultants, who
are confident enough to discuss
model limitations without fearing to
lose business, can help by continuing
to do so. Those who make the ruling
in public inquiries and judicial
reviews can further help raise
awareness of modelling ethics.

But it's the public itself, especially
those who want to challenge
decisions on transport schemes, that
can help planners and modellers give
up some bad habits. The public can
ask to see every detail of the
modelling work behind public
investments. In particular, the public
can ask about all the assumptions
made and possible outcomes that
weren't modelled. Exposing the
entire modelling logic to the
challenge of the public, as a default,
would ensure that we focus on the
most appropriate sources of
evidence to justify our schemes.
Over time it would also save all the
money that is spent on types of
modelling work which will prove too
difficult to defend.
We can only hope this public right is
exercised in a large enough number
of cases. We are optimistic that this
can lead to a genuine rethinking of
the role of forecasts in the decision
making process.
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